A technology internship with Synovus means the chance to work on real projects with real impact. Be a part of big initiatives; big ideas and big solutions. EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE at Synovus.

OPEN TO:
Juniors, Seniors and Graduate students

ABOUT THE JOB

• Graduate students with a technical background to complete Business Analyst work within our Information Technology Division

• Undergraduate Computer Science students to work in various areas of our Information Technology Division such as the Infrastructure/Development Team or Information Security; Candidates must be at junior or senior-level in course work

• Under the direction of more senior-level Information Technology staff, completes a variety of developmental assignments in assigned area

• The intern will work in areas of technology and is expected to increase his/her knowledge to assist in the analysis, design, implementation, operation and technical support of one or more Information Technology areas: Data Management, Business Analysis, Infrastructure/Development, or Information Security

• Participates in special projects as defined by department manager and will present final report to Senior Information Technology and Business leaders

Experience the Difference
More about Technology Internships

MINIMUM EDUCATION

Currently enrolled in bachelor’s degree program at an accredited College or university with major course work in Information Technology, Computer Science, Information Systems Management or a closely related field. Minimum level as a junior or senior in college with a 3.0 or above in MIS, Business or Computer science (may request transcripts) or a 4-year college degree, or graduate coursework.

The position will be full-time during the summer, but the schedule can be somewhat flexible. It is important to note that some work may be done during non-traditional work hours such as nights and weekends. Interns would be given notice but they need to understand that this is an expectation due to business requirements.

Synovus is an Equal Opportunity Employer supporting diversity in the workplace. M/F/D/V. In order to be considered for this position, candidates must be eligible to work in the U.S. and will not need sponsorship from the employer now or in the future in order to obtain, extend or renew authorization to work in the United States.

Please contact a Synovus Recruiter or apply via your campus recruiting website or synovus.com

Synovus is a financial services company with $26 billion in assets based in Columbus, Georgia. Synovus’ divisions provide commercial and retail banking, investment, and mortgage services to customers through 30 locally branded divisions, 293 offices, and more than 300 ATMS in Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina, Florida, and Tennessee. See Synovus on the web at www.synovus.com.